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ABSTRACT
The author discusses a short-term delivery model

which forms the essential mode of operation at the counseling center
at Rhode Island College. He prefaces his discription of the model by
indicating that not all clients, problems or counselors are amenable
to this short-tern approach. There are three steps or elements in the
delivery model: 1) exposition and diagnosis; 2) contracting and
implementation; and 3) evaluation and termination. Intake interviews
are not utilized with this model; the client engages in the actual
counseling process during his first visit. During this initial, and
often lengthy, session there is an attempt to arrive at the fullest
possible exposition and diagnosis of the client's concern. The model
is basically a problem-solving paradigm and the emphasis is on
setting some appropriate goals and contracting for the papameters of
the counseling relationship. Time between sessions is utilized by
carrying out specific tasks,. similar to ',approximating behaviors.*
The third and last phase of the delivery model involves making a
joint evaluation of the contractual outcomes and arriving at
termination. The author concludes by discussing the merits of the
program. (Author/PC)
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In reviewing our annual Counseling Center reports some three years

(Km>tt, 1909, 1970) a number of charts and figures seemi to 'beg"

tho roc,dzx f,.:x further attention. Notable among themwere the patterns

of intake and referral, plus the data reflecting mean nuMbers of sessions

per client. With further examination, it became obvious that we might

be able to tailor our prinary counseling service delivery system to more

optimally address those patterns common to each academic year's clientele.

In particular, it appeared that somewhere between 75% awl 90% of all

students seeking services were terminated within five sessions. Further,

those students presented a rather wide variety of concerns both across

'and within essential problemcategories.

As I had bean introduced, hcwever briefly, to a so-called "s116rt-

ternr therapy model as an undergraduate (Bieliauskas, 1967), : began some

(not-so-brL1f) delving into the literature on the topic. The ultimate

outcome of that. "humwork" was the assimilation of the model which forms

the essential mode of operation of our counseling service at Rhode Island

Colluge. It is that model which I've been invited to share with you today.

Basically, I offered the: model for staff reaction at our presemester

workshop and orientation a couple G.:!ptembers ago. As they are most of the

time, the cowl:6,21Lnc; rtaff wore willing - even enthusiastic - to give it

a try. It has been our wiks cpckandi since, and seems to be a most

rewarding systam.
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Let mu preface the follouing with these three perhaps unnecessary

caveats:

1. :fit all clients are amenable to a short-term

trcaLmunt!

2. aot all problems are amenable to short-term

treatnr..s,

3. 'At) a lesser degree, not all counselors are

an to a short-term approach!

There are three "steps" or elements in our short-term delivery model.

Utley are:

(1) DM:SITIO:4 and 1)1.1640SIS

(2) Ca:LW:I= and IIPLUZZ:NTATION and

(3) EVALUATION and ".MMI.NATIO.4.

Perhaps the best way to illustrate how these are carried out is to

attempt a verbal "walking through" with an imaginary typical client.

Upon presentation of himself or herself at the Center - as a drop-in or

by referral.- the person indicates whether a particular counselor is

desired. If so, the receptionist indicates the next available time slot

and schedules the student for it. Nest often, that is the same clay or,

infrequently, the next working day. Where no preference is indicated

for a particular staff counselor, the client can be seen almost without

exception the same day, often within the hour.

Now we come to the intake interview! It was felt that one hedge

against poor time: econaly in staff usage was to eliminate the sequence

wherein a new client was screened initially, and then assigned to another

staff member for servicing, or terminated, or referred elsewhere. Our

experience has borne out the contention that this is less efficient than

having a single person intake and maintain the client if more than a

3
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single visit is advisable. Also, such a procedure enhances tha counseling

process in two adatienal ivays: First, it eliminates the necessity of

havina to reiturate the presenting problem again for a second person.

Too often this is required or desired regardless of the articulation

scheme, from screening to assignment.

Second, and most important for this delivery mode, the counselor

and client can, fron the very outset, engage in the actual counseling pro-

coss utilizing the short-term modal. In the short-term schema, the initial

session is typically tea longest (tiraa-wise) of the sessions in a multi-

visit relationship. This is to en- le the fullest possible EXPOSITION of

the client's concern and to better insure that they, arrive at an accurate

DIACLIOSIS. This is the critical stagy in the process because it is herein

that the decisions as to problem- definition and applicability of a brief-

term strategy are made. Notice that I said they purposefully to denote the

essentially "collaborative" character of the counseling relationship.

This model is basically a problem-solving paradigm Word and Urban, 1971).

As such, the emphasis in on setting some apprcpriate goals and CONTRACTING

for the parameters of the counseling relationship. This entails arriving at

a limited nuMber of objectives that have the dual characteristics of being

realizable and verifiable. (Again, such ends are best defined jointly by

client and counselor.) The rationale behind this approach is not only the

objective of assisting the client in resolving his concerns, but also

enabling him to learn seme generalizable problem-solving skills (Bandura, 1961).

In addition to bahavioral end-setting, another key element to this

aspect of the model is agreement on the temporal limits of the relationship.

Basically, this means that the counselor assays and suggests what "fre-

quency", "length", and "duration" characteristics of the relationship
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will 1.3,.:st facilitate the resolution of the defined client concerns. This

can vary frumue_lting for tao'to six or Ware times, for the span of fif-

to,In thD fifty or E0 minutes, as frequently as daily to weekly or lei - weekly.

Natur ally, individual cases dictate variable prescriptions of time frames,

but in c,ur recvnt experience, we have noted that most cases can be satis-

factorily terminated after an average of three sessions of roughly twenty

minutes lenvth over a two week period. Wo years ago, our modal picture

was just gout fivenfifty-minute hour.;^moting weekly with each client.

In oLr first year of utilizing the r. 'el described herein, we succeeded

in reducing the typical case to just I. .der rour interviews of one half-

hour each over .four weeks. Ine prescrt picture would appear to be close

to practical limits, and in fact, this year's records to date do reflect

some st:bilization at a man of three twenty-minute sessions over a two

week span.

An important process key in such a short-term delivery approach is

the so- called "assignnentofhicarcwork." In a brief-term model, the utili-

zation of time between sessions for carrying out specified tasks, similar

to "approxaKeting behaviors", is an important ingredient.

The third and last phase of the delivery model is to make a joint

EVALUATIOU of the contractual outcomes and arrive at TERMINATION. Should

new or further counseling goals need to be addressed, the process can

be re-initiated, again stipulating goals and time parameters as appropri-

ately co-determined.

Scale logistical gains worth noting in such a model include the

flexibility this type of operating scheme can afford, whereby one can

schedule interviews at variable times, not just hourly. Also, since

institution of the short -term service model, we've abolished any need
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for eiL;;L:r waiting or waiting period. Further, the latitude for

pursuinj noc!LI,-.21/41, functi.ons is bmedmc,...xl wlion staff tine constraints

ananatinj from ciirect service Leal; aro mduced.

IAA) final ix.lints are worth noting in conclusion: Although the types

of who reflect the :lost consistently successful therapeutic out-

ocm; with this ILD:lel ilre those whose presenting characteristics have the

bc.st +a:: noses, we've also noted that thew; are the bulk of our clients.

I dollit seriously if our eperience is unique in that regard: It would

appear that no:.;t colic. y and university counseling agencies are best

equipp:'.1 to directly serve an interventive role in crisis -re olution rather

than previ:.:ing long-t.:;rm th...rapy as a dominant mode of sexvize.

Further, the adequate meting of campus counseling needs will probably

never be realized through a student-staff ratio argument, particularly in

the cusTcht financial atmosphere of higher education. Utilising the

delivery model sham herein, we have ben able to service just over twenty

percent of our student body during each of the last two years with a limited

number of counselors. In addition, we have been somewhat successful in

actively pursuing developnentally-grounded outreach activities s6 essential

to a cc-muter-based (87% of enrollncnt) student body such as ours.

Finally, it should be noted that tkle use of this or similar short-

term, problem-solving counseling strategies is not novel in itself. Rather,

it is on its particular merits as a full agency delivery model that it is
wipoffered for your consideration today.
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